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MESSAGE FROM
EDITORIAL TEAM
Dear Reader,
Welcome to the second edition of Syncmag, your resource for the
absolute best in fashion, food, Bollywood gossip, music, local and
international trends, and political landscape home and abroad as well as
host of topics. We're very encouraged to see a keen interest by our
readers in Syncmag and have received warm support from the South
Asian community. For our hard-working staff, it's simply thrilling!
The focus of this magazine is to introduce the latest in trends, gossip and
current happenings. So for our second edition, we are pleased to present
the award seasons kick off, starting with the 70th Annual Golden Globes.
And, we are already working on real exciting event news, articals and
other interesting topics. Your continued appreciation and enthusiasm is
the force behind our creativity and we cannot thank you enough for that.
We hope you enjoy the contemporary take on the Award Season as well as
new South Asian voice articulating itself.

Fardeen Khan shifting to
Dubai?

appears in Pittsburg, one is halfpressed to ask why because logic
sustains that we wait for the
mystery to clear itself up in due
time. The question does answer
itself at the final moments of the
film (in a franchise-spewing
epilogue), but by then our
response gets limited to: “Is that
all? Really?”

The decision came in the wake of
a tragedy when his wife Natasha Prayers for Manisha Koirala
had a miscarriage in December. Last week Bollywood actress
Fardeen K had already sent his Manisha Koirala was operated
better half to London to avoid the
malaria and dengue epidemics in
Mumbai. But as bad luck would
have it, things didn't turn out well
for his family.

Ali Zafar: Yashraj beckons
Singer and now Bollywood actor
Ali Zafar seems to have taken the
Indian film industry by storm. He
is now not just working there but
working with as well as alongside
the big fish of the industry. His
latest catch is a role in the
celebrated Yashraj Films project
titled Kill Dil. It's a high-profile film
with the current heartthrob of
India, Parineeti Chopra, as Ali Z's
co-actor in the film. Ranveer
Singh too features in an important
role. So Ali Zafar, way to go!

Russell Crowe Bollywood
Style…
The troubled Hollywood actor
from New Zealand, Russell
Crowe, has expressed his desire
to work in an Indian film. In a
r e c e n t
interview to
an Indian
newspaper
he said he
w
a
s
supposed to
do a film
directed by
Sudipto Sen
in 2010, but
the project
did not
materialize.
He told the interviewer that he
was aware that the Indian film
industry was on the rise and
Hollywood directors were now
moving eastwards to make films.
Well, good luck with your Mumbai
pursuit Russell C. You are the
same age as all the Khans
therefore fit to romance 20-yearold heroines.
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understand the power of spin and
pull, so it hit the right spot with
this. And of course Daniel Day
Lewis walked away with the
Oscar f
or the role of a lifetime, but then
he works that magic with
whatever he is given, be it Lincoln
or a Left Foot.

SkyFall:
The name says it all. It fell from
the sky and vanished.One of the
best Bond film ever made was left
out of awards season, except
Adele's song Skyfall which is
creating waves. It won her a
Golden Globe after winning her
an Academy nomination.
Hollywood does need to pay
some more attention to movies
that people really go to watch in
theatres; people wait in lines for
and throng cinemas for
worldwide. Some respect,
acknowledgement is in order.

Tabu of 'Life Of Pi' sets Twitter
upon for ovarian cancer in the US. abuzz!
Thankfully the surgery went well. If 'Life of Pi' is making headlines
After that the first chemotherapy for bagging best original score
session was to take place, which
by the time these lines go into
print, will have been done.
Reports suggest that the actress
was very nervous about the
chemo procedure and had
requested her fans to pray for her.
We pray for Manisha K's safe
treatment and quick recovery.
The brave woman that she is,
we're sure she'll recuperate in no
time.
award at Golden Globe Awards,
Bill Clinton presenting Tabu is winning plaudits for the
LINCOLN:
look she sported at the red carpet!
Steven Spielberg got Bill Clinton Tabu lit up Golden Globe Awards
to present 'Lincoln' at the Golden red carpet with flawless skin and
Globes, Now that's PULL. It's a minimal makeup. She dazzled in
a red Abu Jani Sandeep Khosla
sari at the red carpet and
managed to floor both her fans
and critics.

Democrat government in the US,
Abraham Lincoln was a liberal
Republican President and most
of Hollywood veers towards
liberal politics, so Bill Clinton
A Misfired shot
presented Steven Spielberg's film
As Jack Reacher, an enigma of a
Lincoln. Since the Globes are
man played by Tom Cruise
presented by the press, they do

Sincerely,
The Syncmag Team

www.syncmag.ca

IN-SYNC

United for Laughter:
A Comedy Show for Jews and
Muslims for Christmas took place
Dec. 20-22 at The Comedy Nest,
2313 Ste. Catherine St. W.Five
Jewish and five Muslim stand-ups
have joined forces for the third
annual Kosher Jokes for the
Halaladays.
Abdul Butt is small town boy who
grew up amusing his friends with
odd behavior and blunt comedic
reactions to everyday life
behavior. Currently performing
stand-up comedy, writing for
radio, producing vlogs and short
sketch's that you can find on his
YouTube page.
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Dr.Tahir ul Qadri:

Rizwan Ahmad:

My question to Dr.Tahir ul Qadri...if you are speaking for
the masses and quoting Karbala and Imam Hussain
(A.S) as your driving force for this so called revolution,
why sir, are you surrounded by rifle and machine gun
toting guards, wearing a bullet proof jacket, in a bullet
proof container with ridiculous amenities, addressing
the masses behind a bullet proof screen? If you so
valiantly claim that you are ready to take a bullet, please
be a little more bullet friendly...

A graduate from Asian institute of Fashion design class of
2009 ,Rizwan ahmed came out with his label the same year
and immediately received overwhelming response.

You cannot and should not even fathom to compare
yourself to great historical figures who fought for a great
cause; I honestly believe that u have no clue yourself
why u r here... the decision of the Supreme Court
against the PM was not because of your moronic
demands; it was because the case was already under
review long before u decided to wake-up and hop over
to Pakistan.

Thirty four of Pakistan's best and emerging fashion
designers gathered in London's Garden for two days
November2012 to show off some of the best creative
talent in Pakistan today. This issue will feature Saadia
Mirza and Rizwan Ahmad.

Saadia Mirza:

The thing is, the nation is so fed up with the current
hopeless situation that a Pakistani-Canadian so-called

Saadia Mirza VIRTUES, the label, is boldly quixotic.
Unique in its creations, the outfits are like costumes,
defining individual women with a raw power and
fascination, which is in all essence characteristic of true
femininity. Concentrating on diversity, Saadia Mirza
has expanded her creative energies in Six different
lines. 'Vanity', 'Vintage', 'Vision', 'Voyage', 'Visage' and
'Velocity'- dramatic and spectacular, each line offers a
myriad of choices for those who are more expressive of
their own individuality.

Rizwan Ahmed believes in individuality yet follows
contemporary fashion trends, crafting a new style of
elegance which is one of a kind

messiah who promises overnight victory over a deep
rooted corrupt, actually comes across as a ray of hope...
Please walk the talk Mr.Quadri...don't bad mouth and
abuse the government; physically stand with the
masses (sans bullet proof accessories) and present
viable demands that can and will be taken seriously,
agreed upon and implemented...
The masses are simple people who want to live a
respectable life where they can have a sense of
security, peace, affordable basic necessities (electricity
& gas) and 2 square meals a day...if u can promise them
this, u will then seem a little less looney and a lot more
credible...

{HERE}
YOUR AD

(514) 495-6699
3.25”x2.5”

This issue will feature Latest trends from “THE VANITY”
Collection.
VANITY – A vibrant bridal line, VANITY is by far the most
indulgent, with embroidery done with real gold thread
and embellishments in swarovski crystals, real stones,
pearls, Indian polki and diamonds. The fabrics are lush
and rich, and with the ornate craftsmanship on it, the
regal outfit is set to be special and different
.

www.syncmag.ca
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IN THE LINE OF BEAUTY:
With 2013 kicking off with a brilliant start, it's necessary
for one to remain positive and bring every aspect of their
life up-to-date with the latest fashion. For ladies,
makeup trends are amongst those that are a 'mustfollow'. But to follow the trend, one must know what's
really 'in' this season. Of course you have TV, movies
and international magazines to update you with the
international looks, but remember, the fashion also
varies from country to country. We do take inspiration of
makeup looks from international trends, but a disparity
is bound to arise based on the varying complexions and
ethnical backgrounds.
Will red lips dominate again? Will hair go high or low?
Which blush color is perfect? Read on to find out the
answers to all your queries by Sync-Beautilicious ……

Smokey eyes and black eye shades are very in. Either
opt for this look or keep the eyes completely soft with
prominent liner and dark lips.

6520, rue de Saint-Vallier
CLSC DE VILLERAY
1425, rue Jarry Est

6) Liner or eye shadows, which one does the trend
demand more?

Territory of CSSS de la Montagne
CLSC DE CÔTE-DES-NEIGES
5700, chemin de la Côte-des-Neiges

Flick out liners. This includes straight liners and
outwards wing liner. The eyeshades should be kept
light.
7) Blush ons that are in? What's better? Pink blush or
orange blush?

The blush needs to be purplish and pink. People of
some skin tones prefer the wine coloured blush more.
Orange is much more in accordance to the fashion.
8) What are the nail colors of the season?

1) What are the latest hair trends?

Curly up dos are in. They should be tied up in a chic
manner with tendrils hanging out either from the front or
the back. Try to be creative with the look you are aiming
to create. Messy
hair, be it curls
straight hair or a
bun. Such casual
looks are being
sported on the
runway and the key
is to achieve 'out of
the bed' look. Even
if the hair is clipped
or tied in a bun, the
hairdo shouldn't
appear perfect and
neat. It's essential
to have a few loose
strands sticking
out.
2) What hair colors are in these days?

Vibrant hair colors and streaks are in fashion. Shades
like blues, reds, oranges, and purple are perfect for
youngsters. For ladies slightly older, shades like rich
brown and burgundy are the best options this year. 2013
has also brought with it ombre hair - a trend of coloring
the ends of the hair dark, whereas the roots should be
the lightest and the mid length should be of a medium
shade.
3) Is straight hair more popular or curly hair?

Curly hair is in, but straight hair is not completely out
either.
4) What do you think is the perfect hair length?

The length should be either really short (twiggy hair), or
long with lots of layers. The layers help in incorporating
beach wave curls and big curls.
5) What are this season's eye makeup trends?

CLSC DE CÔTE-DES-NEIGES (PROGRAMME
RÉGIONAL D'ACCUEIL ET D'INTÉGRATION DES
DEMANDEURS D'ASILE)
5700, chemin de la Côte-des-Neiges

CLSC MÉTRO
1801, boulevard de Maisonneuve Ouest
Territory of CSSS de Dorval-Lachine-LaSalle
CLSC DE DORVAL-LACHINE
1900, rue Notre-Dame

All nail shades can be applied but what's really in is nail
art. This includes nail stickers, diamantes and patterns
on the nails.
9) What's the look for 2013?

A natural look. Good skin with a natural makeup effect.
Cover parts that need to be concealed such as acne
marks and dark circles. Use minimal makeup with less
foundation and little face powder. The colour of the
powder should be picked according to the skin colour.

CLSC DE LASALLE
8550, boulevard Newman
Territory of CSSS Jeanne-Mance
CLSC DES FAUBOURGS (PARTHENAIS)
2260, rue Parthenais
CLSC DES FAUBOURGS (POINT DE SERVICE
LARIVIÈRE)
2187, rue Larivère
CLSC DES FAUBOURGS (SANGUINET)
1250, rue Sanguinet
CLSC DES FAUBOURGS (VISITATION)
1705, rue de la Visitation

CLSC:
CLSCs are CSSS points of service. These facilities offer
health and social services (nursing care, blood sample
collection, vaccinations, morning after pill), preventive
or medical services, rehabilitation or social reintegration
services, or public health activities.
Territory of CSSS d'Ahuntsic et Montréal-Nord
CLSC D'AHUNTSIC
1165, boulevard Henri-Bourassa Est
CLSC DE MONTRÉAL-NORD
11441, boulevard Lacordaire

CLSC DE SAINT-LAURENT
1055, avenue Sainte-Croix
Territory of CSSS Cavendish
CLSC DE NOTRE-DAME-DE-GRÂCE-MONTRÉALOUEST
2525, boulevard Cavendish, bureau 110
CLSC RENÉ-CASSIN
5800, boulevard Cavendish, bureau Y-201
Territory of CSSS du Coeur-de-l'Île
CLSC DE LA PETITE-PATRIE
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CLSC DE CÔTE-DES-NEIGES (OUTREMONT)
1271, avenue Van Horne

CLSC DE PARC-EXTENSION
7085, rue Hutchison

Territory of CSSS de Bordeaux-Cartierville - SaintLaurent
CLSC BORDEAUX-CARTIERVILLE
11822, avenue du Bois-de-Boulogne

www.syncmag.ca

CLSC DE CÔTE-DES-NEIGES (MAISON DE
NAISSSANCE)
6560, chemin de la Côte-des-neiges

CLSC DU PLATEAU-MONT-ROYAL
4625, avenue de Lorimier

Ask Professional
Siddique Katiya, the name
does not require any further
introduction, one of the most
valuable professional and
community worker in South
Asian community with years
of experience in civil service.
community organizations
and cultural issues. He has
always been there for the
community when community
needs him. Professional
background in Accounting
and Taxation laws with
comprehensive knowledge of federal, provincial and
city compliance and legal matters , and when it comes to
religion his knowledge surpass most scholars, he has
always been a true guide for the community.
Syncmag is happy to announce that he agreed to our
request to answer questions from the community,
starting next week the section "Ask Me" will be
introduced and readers are welcome to ask any
question, he will answer them in this section. You can
s e n d
y o u r
q u e s t i o n s
t o
asksprofessional@syncmag.ca
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Back to School
Back-to-school time for kids can mean hard choices for
parents. Should the kids sign up for diving or dancing?
Skating or sculpting? Then there are the practical issues
of coordinating schedules. Driving to different
destinations along with managing the check book can
be a gruesome task.

backpacks needing to be emptied and papers signed.
To bring some order parents should establish a routine.
Here are some tips:



While extracurricular activities offer kids a chance to
broaden their skills in sports, music, dance and drama
but before signing up for anything, parents should
consider how a particular class fits in with a child's
overall lifestyle, interests and personality. Our family's
experiences have taught us that the right mix of courses





Do make a rule to place school bags in the same
place each day and emptied right away.
After unpacking the bag, kids should make four piles:
(a) Homework
(b) Materials that must go back to
school(including forms that need to
be signed)
(c) Anything to be thrown out, such as
old wrappers
(d) Materials to be filed, such as
notes, old test papers, etc.

Finding the right activity means taking into account
children's energy levels and personality. Kids with
excess energy after a day concentrating on their books
might need physical activity such as hockey or figure
skating. Some kids are team players while others are
non-competitive by nature, so bear that in mind when
deciding between team sports and individual activities.
Performance arts like drama, dance or choir groups can
be good for kids who are shy and offer an appropriate
outlet for those always seeking an audience.
Whatever choices you make, be careful not to overload
your schedules. After all, they are meant to be fun and
enriching, not a huge burden on the family's time and
finances

Tips for overcoming homework hassles
Establishing a routine is one of the most effective ways
of getting your child to do his or her school work.
Mention the word “homework” to a group of parents and
the conversation is likely to become heated and last for
a quite a long time. Are teachers giving too much? Why
won't our kids sit down and do it? And how many of us
have actually done it for them, just to save time and
avoid tears?
Children should have a routine and stick to it (see
sidebar) and should have a designated place for all
materials. Encourage your child to write down phone

David
1st February , 2013
Vikram, Lara Dutta, Vinay Virmani, Neil Nitin Mukesh, Tabu

WHO AM I
living life each day as if it was our last
Dwelling on mistakes we had made in the past
Spending our time and money to enjoy temporary bliss
Important things in life and responsibilities we tend to
dismiss

Special Chabbis
1th February , 2013
Akshay Kumar, Kajal Aggarwal, Manoj Bajpayee, Anupam Kher, Jimmy
Shergill

We think of nothing more than money and fame
Hurting anyone and everyone apart of the game
Life? Is that what it's about?
We have to have a bigger purpose, there is no doubt
In this society of skin tight jeans and dipped dyed hair
When a women is covered, it is considered unfair
In this western culture, we are called oppressed
Yet those with money are usually the most depressed
Wearing this veil on our head
Does not mean our free will is dead
We all run by our own personal opinion
Mine might be Muslim and yours might be Christian

Murder - 3
15th February , 2013
Randeep Hooda, Aditi Rao Hydari, Pakistani actress Mona Lizza

Rather than our body, we put our faith on display
People may whisper and stare from far away
But the choice was mine, I hope that is clear
This act of modesty, will always speak without fear
A woman's beauty is a precious jewel
Please, do not use it as a tool
We should not be judged by our beauty
Rather be admired for our brains and prosperity

You, yes, you who stop and stare
I really don't mind wearing an extra layer
Yes, it might be a little too hot
A little struggle is something we have all fought

.
Implement an after-school routine

25th January , 2013
Saif Ali Khan, Deepika Padukone, John Abraham, Jacqueline
Fernandez, Anil Kapoor, Ameesha Patel

Once homework is completed, put everything back in
the appropriate place. Take a minute to ensure
everything is ready so your mornings will go smoothly.

In this society where everyone lives wild and free
I chose this piece of cloth to cover me
It wasn't a very difficult decision to make
I had to do it for my own sake

numbers of friends so they can call if they've forgotten
an assignment or are missing some information.

Race 2

Check in with your kids about any special equipment
or things needed for the following day (Gym shoes,
Gym Shirt?) and get it ready.
Ask your child these three questions:
Q: What homework is due?
Q: When are you going to do it?
Q: Where are you going to keep it if it
is due in couple of days.

offer opportunities for kids to develop new interests in a
less formal environment.

Upcoming Movies

Struggling, tired and tumbling almost every day
Fighting each judgmental glance shot my way
People thinking my religious beliefs deny me of my
liberty
It is false; a proud young Muslim woman is my identity

{HERE}
YOUR AD

(514) 495-6699
3.25”x4.0”

The arrival of kids after school can be chaotic with

www.syncmag.ca
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SYNCTAINMENT

Golden Globes 2013:

Not Running Anymore, Stand Up Guys
Safe and Sound, The Hunger Games
Skyfall, Skyfall
Suddenly, Les Miserables

Full list of winners from Sunday night’s awards
BEST MOTION PICTURE, DRAMA

Argo
Django Unchained
Life of Pi
Lincoln
Zero Dark Thirty

BEST ACTOR IN A MINISERIES OR MOTION PICTURE
MADE FOR TELEVISION

Kevin Costner, Hatfields & McCoys
Benedict Cumberbatch, Sherlock
Woody Harrelson, Game Change

BEST MOTION PICTURE, COMEDY OR
MUSICAL

The Best Exotic Marigold Hotel
Les Miserables
Moonrise Kingdom
Salmon Fishing in the Yemen
Silver Linings Playbook
BEST ACTOR IN A COMEDY
OR MUSICAL

Jack Black, Bernie
Bradley Cooper,
Hugh Jackman, Les
Miserables
Ewan McGregor, Salmon
Fishing in the Yemen
Bill Murray
BEST TELEVISION
SERIES, COMEDY OR
MUSICAL

The Big Bang Theory
Episodes
Girls
Modern Family
Smash

Philip Seymour Hoffman, The MasterTommy Lee
Jones, Lincoln
Christoph Waltz, Django Unchained
BEST SUPPORTING ACTRESS IN A MINISERIES OR
TV MOVIE

Hayden Panettiere, Nashville
Archie Panjabi, The Good Wife
Maggie Smith, Downton Abbey
Sofia Vergara, Modern Family
BEST SUPPORTING ACTRESS IN A MINISERIES OR
TV MOVIE

Nicole Kidman, Hemingway & Gellhorn
Sienna Miller, The Girl
Julianne Moore, Game Change
Sigourney Weaver, Political Animals
BEST ACTOR IN A TELEVISION SERIES, DRAMA

Steve Buscemi, Boardwalk Empire
Jeff Daniels, The Newsroom
Jon Hamm, Mad Men
Damian Lewis, Homeland

Jodie Foster's Golden Globes coming out: no
gush, no Boo Boo, all dignity
Foster's acceptance speech for receiving the lifetime
achievement award was forthright and fascinatingly
unconventional.
The glass closet is that bit emptier today following Jodie
Foster’s coming out during the Golden Globes
ceremony. Foster's career has been unique and
fascinatingly unconventional – a decades-long de facto
rebuff to conventional notions of femininity, celebrity and
the attitude towards women in Hollywood. And this
coming out was utterly in keeping.
And it was a coming out. One would have to be willfully
obtuse to doubt the meaning of Foster's remarks at the
ceremony, where she received the Cecil B DeMille
lifetime achievement award. Her memories of opening
up to friends and family and references to Cydney
Bernard as "one of the deepest loves of my life, my
heroic co-parent, my ex-partner in love but heroic soul
sister in life", left little room for doubt.

BEST ANIMATED FEATURE FILM

Brave
Frankenweenie
Hotel Transylvania
Rise of the Guardians
BEST FOREIGN LANGUAGE FILM

Amour
The Intouchables
Kon-Tiki
A Royal Affair
Rust and Bone

That said, this was not your standard public coming out.
There was no take-home remark. Foster's words were
evidently carefully scripted. Many of the most revealing
parts were delivered in the second or third person:
Foster talked of her younger self as "a fragile young girl
[who] would open up … to everyone she actually met",
and suggested that "if you'd had to fight for a life that felt
real and honest and normal against all odds … you too
might value privacy above all else".

BEST ACTRESS IN A TELEVISION SERIES, COMEDY
OR MUSICAL

Zooey Deschanel, New Girl
Lena Dunham, Girls
Tina Fey, 30 Rock
Amy Poehler, Parks and Recreation
BEST ACTOR IN A TELEVISION SERIES, COMEDY OR
MUSICAL

Alec Baldwin, 30 Rock
Don Cheadle, House of Lies
Louis C.K., Louie
Jim Parsons, The Big Bang Theory
BEST SUPPORTING ACTRESS IN A MOTION PICTURE

Amy Adams, The Master
Sally Field, Lincoln
Anne Hathaway, Les Miserables
Helen Hunt, The Sessions
BEST SCREENPLAY, MOTION PICTURE

Argo
Django Unchained
Lincoln

Breaking Bad
Boardwalk Empire
Downton Abbey
Homeland
BEST ORIGINAL SCORE: MOTION PICTURE

Mychael Danna, Life of Pi
Alexandre Desplat, Argo
Reinhold Heil & Johnny Klimek, Cloud Atlas

BEST SUPPORTING ACTOR IN A MOTION PICTURE

Alan Arkin, Argo
Leonardo DiCaprio, Django Unchained

www.syncmag.ca

BEST TELEVISION SERIES, DRAMA
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BEST ORIGINAL SONG: MOTION PICTURE

For You, Act of Valor

But all this – the control, the sincerity laced with clunky
humor, and the insistence on the right to establish one's
own terms – was utterly in keeping with Foster's
professional conduct, her onscreen persona and the
defense of the concept of privacy that she used this
occasion to assert. Foster didn't appeal for privacy in the
way celebrities often do, requesting a temporary hiatus
in the charade by which famous people make moments
of their personal lives available to the media for mutual
benefit. She was asserting a distinction between
personal authenticity and emotional exhibitionism.
The essence of Foster's coming out speech seems to be
this: the right to live and love in the way that makes me
happy, and not to lie or dissemble about it, is not
conditional on forfeiting my privacy. In the age of
Facebook, it's a point that resonates beyond the
entertainment industry. She speaks from experience
and should be listened to.
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'Argo' The surprise Golden Globe winner for Best
Drama. Iran to make own movie to counter
'distorted' Argo
In a surprise move, the Golden Globe award for Best
Drama went to "Argo," the true story of how the CIA
faked a sci-fi movie as a cover to rescue hostages in
Iran. Ben Affleck also won the award for Best Director,
which is notable because he was overlooked for an
Academy Award
nomination earlier this
week. "Argo," directed
by Ben Affleck, defeated
"Django Unchained,"
"Lincoln," "Life of Pi"
and "Zero Dark Thirty"
for the honor.
This was a big week for
"Argo." The film also
received multiple Oscar
nominations on
Thursday, including one
for Best Picture.
However, Affleck was
snubbed in the category
for Best Director.
Argo chronicles the
hostage drama, with Hollywood actor-director Affleck
playing a CIA agent who rescues six US diplomats from
the Canadian ambassador's residence in Tehran.
The movie has been accused of taking liberties with
history, notably by exaggerating the role of the CIA in
getting the US diplomats out, at the expense of the
Canadian envoy in Tehran at the time.

Little strange for Shah Rukh Khan:
The last couple of years have been a little strange for
Shah Rukh Khan. From being Bollywood's golden child,
he went to being much criticized, be it for his superhero
flick Ra.One, or his personal entanglements. His
alleged relationship with Priyanka Chopra, also his Don
and Don 2 costar, led to SRK falling out with old friends,
including Hrithik Roshan and Arjun Rampal. A little bit of
t h a t i s c h a n g i n g r i g h t n o w .

me." It is of course interesting to remember that it was
Yash Chopra who had advised SRK to switch to
romantic roles rather than his offbeat ones if he wanted
to be a truly explosive icon in cinema.

Every actor is an attention seeker: Anushka
Sharma
Hailing from an army background, Anushka Sharma
has led a very quiet and disciplined life, but confesses
her profession has now made her an attention-seeker an "occupational hazard" for all actors.

SRK is no slouch when it comes to being clever about
making money, but his career choices of late haven't
been the best. However, a star of his stature can still get
away with it.
"Right now I am in a position where I can afford to do
anything but when I just started off that time my dream
was to have a house, car and everything," he says.
"When I [started] that time it was only about romantic
films. Now things are changing and the journey has
been great. I will keep working till people want to see

“Inkaar" is an upcoming Hindi language romance
crime film. It is directed by Sudhir Mishra and produced
by Viacom 18 Motion Pictures. The film is being
produced under the Tipping Point Films banner, starring
Arjun Rampal and Chitrangada Singh in the lead roles.
The film deals with sexual harassment in corporate setup and is scheduled to release this year on 18 January
2013.

The actress made her Bollywood debut in 2008 with
"Rab Ne Bana Di Jodi" and later went on to do films like
"Badmaash Company", "Band Baaja Baaraat", "Ladies
v/s Ricky Bahl" and most recently "Jab Tak Hai Jaan".
In a short span of four years, Anushka has carved a

niche for herself in Bollywood and the 24-year-old says
she wants to use her success to do things on her own
terms.
"I used to think it is a dirty field because of these news
channels playing dumb stories. But now I feel that when
you get a lot here, you need to give back equally too. So
whoever is the biggest star right now is working that
much harder," she said.
After garnering critical acclaim for her performance in
"Jab Tak Hai Jaan", Anushka will now be seen in Vishal
Bhardwaj's "Matru Ki Bijlee Ka Mandola" opposite
Imran Khan and Pankaj Kapoor. It releases Jan 11.
The actress found the role of Bijlee challenging as it was
difficult for her to relate to it.
"This is the first time I dealt with something which I just
could not relate to. When I was growing up I was not at
all spoilt. There was no scope for throwing tantrums in
my house. Plus, she (Bijlee) is not a stereotypical spoilt
brat. I could not look at my personal references for this. I
had to be like someone else totally," she said.

Firstly, SRK starred in one of last year's most talked
about movies, Jab Tak Hai Jaan. The film was hyped
foremost because it saw Yash Chopra return to the
director's seat after years, and then for the fact that
Chopra passed away before the film's release. Of
course JTHJ also gained popularity points for SRK's
leading ladies, the much younger Katrina Kaif and
Anushka Sharma.

Movie of The Week

Anushka admits that though she felt intimidated by
Pankaj Kapoor, she had learnt a lot from the veteran
actor.
""I was intimidated by him. He doesn't talk much so you
are always on tenterhooks around him. But it is such a
pleasure seeing him act. He doesn't drink and he has
played an alcoholic," she said.

Pommery Ice Restaurant Menu:
Is there a Dress code for such a restaurant? Is this
what we have been waiting for?
A key attraction at the Montreal Snow Village, in addition
to the latter's ice hotel and ice bar, is Montreal's very
own ice restaurant, Pommery, the only one of its kind in
North America and just like the rest of the snow village,
requires rebuilding on a yearly basis in time for the
winter season, part of an up to $2 million annual
investment.
The village, composed almost entirely of snow and ice
and located in Parc Jean-Drapeau, requires resculpting
every year as a result of seasonal weather shifts which
effectively, and naturally, melt the premises. The
rebuilding process costs anywhere from $1.5 million to
$2 million annually.

Cast:
Arjun Rampal as Rahul Verma
Chitrangada Singh as Maya Luthra
Vipin Sharma as Gupta
Gaurav Dwivedi as Atul
Asheesh Kapur as Praful
Akanksha Nehra as Payal
Kaizaad Kotwal as KK
Sandeep Sanchdev
Deepti Naval

Movies Of The Week
Movies in Cineplex Montreal
Broken City
Sat, Sun, Mon, Tue, Wed, Thu:
2:30, 5:00, 7:40, 10:15

Jack Reacher
Sat, Sun:
1:15, 4:15, 7:15, 10:15
Mon, Tue, Wed, Thu:
2:30, 5:30, 8:30

Matru ki Bijlee ka Mandola
Sat: 6:00, 9:15
Sun, Mon, Tue, Wed, Thu:
2:45, 6:00, 9:15

Saadi Love Story
Sat, Sun, Mon, Tue, Wed, Thu:
2:20, 5:10, 7:55, 10:30

Les Misérables
Sat, Sun:
3:00, 6:30, 10:00
Mon, Tue, Wed, Thu:
2:45, 6:15, 9:45
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